
Luther, Cranach, Bach – in September 2015, European cultural heritage site the Lutherhaus in Eisenach, one of the oldest and most beautiful half-timbered houses in the state of Thuringia, reopened to visitors. The high-quality museum guide *The Lutherhaus in Eisenach* offers a compact, richly illustrated overview of the history of the Lutherhaus and the topics covered in the new permanent exhibition “Luther and the Bible.” It includes an illustrated catalog section and a foldout map of Eisenach from around 1500.

The guide includes: *The architectural history of the Lutherhaus; Luther in Eisenach; The Lutherhaus as a memorial site; The Lutherhaus as a museum; The collections and the Pfarrhausarchiv; Luther and the Bible; Luther discovers the Bible; Luther translates the Bible; Luther’s Bible after Luther; Luther’s Bible goes into the world; Luther and the “Entjudungsinstutut” (Dejudaization Institute)*

This museum guide is **exclusively** available at the Lutherhaus in Eisenach:

Stiftung Lutherhaus Eisenach
Lutherplatz 8
99817 Eisenach
[www.lutherhaus-eisenach.de](http://www.lutherhaus-eisenach.de)